
   

Fundus Treuhand relies on IncaMail
 
Digital sending with real advantages 

For recipients it is letters with valuable contents.  
Senders are thinking of costs and time, however, 
which is why IncaMail is predestined for safely 
sending confidential wage documents – like at  
Fundus Treuhand AG. 

The challenge – to fulfil the customers’ wishes 
Sending monthly pay slips requires several steps – 
they have to be drawn up and printed out, checked,  
folded and put in an envelope. Only when they are 
handed over at the post office counter and the proof 
they have been sent is received is the responsible   
task complete. Fundus Treuhand AG, Zurich processes  
around 1000 pay slips on behalf of its clients. Since  
e-mail is very much accepted today both for business 
and private purposes and many employees would  
appreciate receiving their pay slips electronically, it  
made sense to switch to the secure and faster Post 
solution IncaMail. 

If a pioneering company like Fundus encounters a  
customer among its clientele that wants to head in a  
new direction, the first step towards organisational  

change has already been taken. And since Fundus  
Treuhand AG always listens to what its customers 
want, the decision to use IncaMail was quickly taken.   

The goal – to become a paper-free office with  
IncaMail 
Fundus Treuhand has been looking to become   
a paper-free office for a long time. Documents are   
archived electronically with AbaScan, and later the 
system, which has evolved over time, will be switched  
entirely to AbaWebTreuhand. For the future Fundus 
wants a multi-client capable ABACUS solution which, 
as well as electronically sending wage documents, 
can also be used ideally for other applications such as  
accounts receivable accounting and the entire busi
ness correspondence. It is good to see this wish   
has already been fulfilled with the new version of   
ABACUS. 

Best solution for fiduciaries 
IncaMail is fully integrated in the ABACUS ERP   
system, which enables direct, smooth and secure   
dispatch  of pay slips in PDF format. This means that 
as well as Fundus Treuhand staff, the employees   
of other clients also have their pay slips sent to their  
desired e-mail address. The trust company is looking   
to offer this electronic service to other customers.  
  
Benefits for customers and employees 
IncaMail is integrated in ABACUS without media   
disruption and is available without any additional   
modules. Although Fundus saves at least CHF 2.00 
per wage document and also a lot of time, it is   
not the only one benefiting from IncaMail. The cus
tomers and their employees also have advantages  
from the electronic dispatch – they can access their 
pay slips anywhere in the world and at any time   
without media disruption. 
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Uncomplicated security with IncaMail 
–	 The ABACUS ERP complete solution is directly 

connected to the IncaMail platform of Swiss Post – 
media disruptions are a thing of the past. 

–	 For companies wanting to use secure and verifiable 
e-mails IncaMail is very easy to install with prac
tically no training required. 

–	 With IncaMail confidential documents can be 
sent directly from the application – quickly, simply 
and with confirmation of delivery. 

–	 IncaMail enables dispatch to all recipients with 
an e-mail account. 

–	 Apart from sending confidential documents, 
IncaMail is also suitable for all kinds of confidential 
and verifiable e-mail communication – not only 
at fiduciaries. 

Better in every respect 
–	 Quick use: IncaMail can be integrated easily 

in existing infrastructures, systems and business 
software. 

–	 High flexibility: there is a choice for the IncaMail 
service – it can be provided either directly from 
the infrastructure or via the internet. 

–	 User-friendly: IncaMail can be installed without 
any training or support – even for IT laypeople. 

–	 Fast workflow: IncaMail not only shortens the 
work process, it also shortens the communication 
channels – at the push of a button. 

–	 Lower budget: compared to classic letter post 
there is a cost reduction potential of at least 
CHF 2.00 per letter. 

–	 High authenticity: IncaMail keeps manipulations 
away – verifiably. 

–	 No insight by third parties: IncaMail provides 
high security when electronically sending pay 
slips and other confidential documents. 

–	 Convenient: employees can receive and read 
IncaMail at any time and from any location. 

–	 Increasing acceptance: more and more people 
prefer electronic communication – in their 
private lives and also in business. 

Fundus Treuhand AG 
In 2011 Fundus Treuhand AG, with a head office in 
Zurich and a branch in Gränichen (Aargau), looked 
back on an 80-year company history. As well as 
salary administration, accounting and value-added 
tax, advice on annual accounts and auditing, taxes 
and law and the Fundus collective foundation for 
occupational pensions are part of the core business 
of the 15 employees. 

Fundus Treuhand AG, Badenerstrasse 567, 
8048 Zurich, Tel. 044 456 31 31, www.fundus.ch 

IncaMail 
IncaMail is the easy to use service of Swiss Post 
for securely and verifiably sending confidential infor 
mation via e-mail. 

With IncaMail you communicate flexibly, cost-effec 
tively and in a customer-friendly manner – and also 
confidentially via e-mail. Whether sensitive business 
information, pay slips, statements including account 
statements, cancellations or correspondence with 
authorities – with the patented SAFE technology you 
reach communication partners directly and imme
diately. 

You will find more information about IncaMail 
at www.post.ch/incamail 

“The response of our customers 
and employees to IncaMail is positive. 
So they can be sure that confidential 
information also remains confidential 
when sent by e-mail.” 
Doris Valsangiacomo, customer 
advisor, Fundus Treuhand AG 
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